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The Wall the Projector will be mounted on is either concrete or dry wall
 with wood studs.
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Assembly the PJ Mount itselfFor attaching Projector to Mount  

     O (x1)
     Tool

Ceiling plate 

Connection tube 

Extension tube 

Mounting plate 



Insert the Connection Tube to 
the Ceiling  Plate,and align the 
Ceiling Plate and the connection 
tube , insert 3 bolts(N) through 
the washers and tighten nut 
with a spanner. 

Insert the Extension Tube to
the Connection Tube,align
Extension Tube to the 
Connection Tube,insert 1 
bolt(N) through the washers 
and tighten nut with a spanner. 

Tools Required :



Use ceiling plate as template
making 4 marks with pencil
to show where to drill the 
pilot holes.

Remove the ceiling  plate,
drill the 4 pilot hole with a
3/8” drill bit ( hole depth
2”/ 50mm ).

Insert the plastic anchors(E) into 
the 4 pilot holes .Tap gently with 
a hammer.

Align the Ceiling Plate with
the 4 pilot hole and anchors,  
insert 4 bolts(D) through the 
washer into the anchors and 
tighten.
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Use a stud finder to locate a 
ceiling joist.Then draw a horizontal 
line on the center of the stud.

Use the ceiling mount as a
template aligning it with the 
center of the stud. Make 4 pencil 
marks to show where to drill.

Remove ceiling plate, drill the 4 
pilot holes with a 3/16” drill bit
(hole depth 2”/50mm).

Align the Ceiling Plate with the
4 pilot hole , insert 4 bolts(D)
through the washer into the pilot 
holes and tighten.
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Align the 4 Extension plates with
the Wings of mounting plate.

Insert the 4 screws(P) through 
the square washers(Q) and 
tighten.
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Check what screws will fit in 
you projector (A,B,C).

Align the mounting plate onto 
the top of the projector and 
install with the appropriate 
hardwares.

Note :if your projector has a 
curved top you may need to 
use the longer screws with 
corresponding spacers.
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Lift the projector with the mount
plate and insert the short 
connection tube on the top of 
mounting plate into the extension 
tube.

Align the  Extension Tube to the 
short connection tube on the top 
of mounting  plate, insert 1 bolts 
through the washers and tighten 
nut with a spanner.

Use the two set screws(K) to 
tighten the extension tube 
against the connection tube.
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